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All aboard for a fun and fascinating exploration of the many kinds of trains and what
they do. There are also clear definitions and "cool things about trains" that new readers
will enjoy discovering.
Explore trucks, planes, trains and other exciting modes of transportation! From learning
that trains take people and supplies all over the country, to trucks that carry cement for
a new building, young readers will learn about these exciting vehicles. Realistic art and
simple sentences will have young learners reading along in no time. Learn simple
Spanish words and phrases with the corresponding version Camiones, Aviones y
Trenes.
Despite a few bumps, leaks, and spills along the way, the trip overall is a great success
as the kids aboard the colorful train take great delight in their potty-training journey to
Underpants Station.
Hop in! This title will take you where you want to go. Early readers will gather basic
information about trains through simple, easy-to-read text. And they will love the colorful
full-bleed photographs, bolded glossary terms, and More Facts section. Aligned to
Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids is a division of
ABDO.
Shark VS. Train! WHO WILL WIN?! If you think Superman vs. Batman would be an
exciting matchup, wait until you see Shark vs. Train. In this hilarious and wacky picture
book, Shark and Train egg each other on for one competition after another, including
burping, bowling, Ping Pong, piano playing, pie eating, and many more! Who do YOU
think will win, Shark or Train? [star] "This is a genius concept." -- Publishers Weekly,
starred review [star] "Lichtenheld's snarling shark and grimacing train are definitely
ready for a fight, and his scenarios gleefully play up the absurdity. The combatants'
expressions are priceless when they lose. A glum train in smoky dejection, or a
bewildered, crestfallen shark? It's hard to choose; both are winners." -- Kirkus, starred
review
All aboard! Come ride the rails and explore the fascinating world of trains while sitting
comfortably in your passenger seat. This colorful board book includes steam
locomotives, freight trains, box cars, cog railroads, mine trains, subways, monorails,
sleeper trains, high speed trains, holiday trains, and more.
Carefully leveled text and fresh, vibrant photos engage young readers in learning about
how trains work and what they do. Age-appropriate critical thinking questions and a
photo glossary help build nonfiction learning skills.
A follow-up to the successful I Love Trucks!, this rhymed picture book introduces the
preschool set to trains and the jobs they do.
It's all aboard! for mystery when Dinah Galloway takes the cross-country train from Vancouver
to Toronto, to appear on a TV talent show. But will she make it-or be permanently derailed?
Along with her sister Madge, and her fellow junior musicians, tree fanatic Pantelli Audia and
history buff Talbot St. John, Dinah is shadowed by someone who wants to get hold of an
$80,000 treasure left by her late dad. But what is the treasure? The redheaded, singing sleuth
realizes that the secret dwells somewhere in her dad's murky past, and involves a funny, if less
than respectable, ex-con named Ardle McBean, and a mysterious man with a bowl cut. The
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mystery accelerates when Dinah's sweet, elderly piano teacher, also on the train, disappears
and the danger to Dinah increases. She struggles to keep on the tracks of the mystery before
the shadows, past and present, overwhelm her.
"A quick-paced, colorful description of the physical characteristics, purposes, early history, and
high-speed capabilities of bullet trains--the fastest passenger trains in the world"--Provided by
publisher.
Miss Pym's class is in for a comic adventure beyond their wildest dreams. They've boarded the
Rocky Mountain Unlimited, a mysterious train that's winding its way into the heart of prehistoric
times. Join the class-and a horrified Miss Pym-as they scramble dinosaur egg for breakfast, go
stegosaurus-back riding and pterodactyl gliding, and play soccer with their giant reptilian
friends.
A picture book about an old train station from a bygone era. The golden age of the railroad
may have passed, but its legacy still fascinates us. Based on a song by the acclaimed
musician Gordon Titcomb, The Last Train is a beautiful celebration of that bygone era.
Titcomb's lyrics are matched by Wendell Minor's handsome, richly-detailed paintings. ALL
ABOARD! "What a gorgeous tribute this is that preserves as it distills for future generations the
life of a little railroad station."—Arlo Guthrie
A determined train races the clock to deliver a lively bunch of animals to the zoo for its grand
opening. Will the animals arrive in time for their big debut? The train encounters several
obstacles along the way, but...The Train Rolls On! With its catchy, rhyming text, beautiful
illustrations, and themes of perseverance and teamwork, this fun adventure story is sure to
appeal to children and adults alike.
Introduces trains, discussing how they work, the history of railroad transportation, and working
on a train.
Hop aboard the Peace Train in this picture book adaptation of Cat Stevens’s legendary
anthem of unity and harmony in time for the song’s 50th anniversary! With illustrations by New
York Times bestselling illustrator Peter H. Reynolds. “Now I've been happy lately Thinking
about the good things to come And I believe it could be Something good has begun Oh, I've
been smiling lately Dreaming about the world as one And I believe it could be Someday it's
going to come” Readers are invited to hop on the PEACE TRAIN and join its growing group of
passengers who are all ready to unite the world in peace and harmony. Featuring the timeless
lyrics of Cat Stevens’s legendary song and illustrations by New York Times bestselling artist
Peter H. Reynolds, this hopeful picture book inspires tolerance and love for people of all
cultures and identities.
Trains are long and loud. They rumble down railroad tracks. But what are the different types of
trains? And how do these giant vehicles haul so much weight? Read this book to find out!
Learn about how different vehicles work in the How Vehicles Work series—part of the Lightning
Bolt Books™ collection. With high-energy designs, exciting photos, and fun text, Lightning Bolt
Books™ bring nonfiction topics to life!

The special anniversary edition of The Little Engine That Could™ contains the
entire text and original artwork. Young readers, as well as parents and
grandparents, will treasure the story of the blue locomotive who exemplifies the
power of positive thinking.
In cumulative verses using rebuses, a young boy describes his experiences as
engineer on the train in his room.
The story of a young Chinese girl who arrives in North America only to discover
that her father has died building the railway. This powerful, unforgettable and
multi-award-winning tale is based on the lives of the Chinese who settled on the
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west coast of North America in the early 1900s. Left behind in China by her
father, who has gone to North America to find work, Choon-yi has made her living
by selling her paintings in the market. When her father writes one day and asks
her to join him, she joyously sets off, only to discover that he has been killed.
Choon-yi sees the railway and the giant train engines that her father died for, and
she is filled with an urge to paint them. But her work disappoints her until a
ghostly presence beckons her to board a train where she meets the ghosts of the
men who died building the railway. She is able to give them peace by returning
their bones to China where they were born. Ghostly, magical and yet redeeming,
this tale by Paul Yee is superbly illustrated by Harvey Chan. Correlates to the
Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts: CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.3.7 Explain how specific aspects of a text's illustrations contribute
to what is conveyed by the words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize
aspects of a character or setting)
All aboard for Dreamland! Hold on to your pillow because the Goodnight Train is
taking off. Roll that corner, rock that curve, and soar past mermaids, leaping
sheep, and even ice-cream clouds. You won't want to miss a thing, so whatever
you do, don't . . . close . . . your . . . eyes! With soothing, lyrical words and
magical illustrations, June Sobel and Laura Huliska-Beith have created a
nighttime fantasy that's guaranteed to make even the most resistant sleeper
snuggle up tight. Ready to keep rolling?The companion books Goodnight Train
Rolls On and Santa and the Goodnight Train are now available!
Be empowered to take more risks in your learning, and to unlock your personal
potential. This motivating title helps readers understand how our brains learn and
how each of us has our own personal learning style. Key concepts of brain
function include memory, attention, executive functions, and other cognitive
abilities, and how neural connections form and grow. Several brain-based
learning strategies offer hands-on activities or demonstrations to help readers
apply the strategies in the real world.
From the first locomotive built in 1804 to the high-speed bullet train, The Big
Book of Trains is the perfect ebook for kids who love trains. Includes amazing
facts and photographs of trains around the world, The Big Book of Trains covers
the history of trains and train travel. Different types of trains are featured on their
own spreads, and each page features multiple images to give a close-up view as
well as informative text about each train. See the differences among monorails,
passenger trains, and TGVs. Learn about pistons, fireboxes, boilers, and
coupling rods, and find out exactly what they do to help the train travel down on
the tracks. See key features of each train model and discover the difference
between steam trains and diesels. Find out how trains are designed for certain
jobs and tasks, including mountain trains, snow trains, and freight trains. Look at
the biggest and fastest trains in the world. With incredible pictures and
informative text, The Big Book of Trains is the essential ebook for young readers
who want to know everything about trains.
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Does your child love trains? Then come aboard and give this fun trains coloring
book to your child! They will have a superb time coloring the attractive train
images found inside this trains coloring book for kids while stimulating their
creativity and imagination. Get a copy now! Age specifications: * Train coloring
book for toddlers* Train coloring book for preschoolers* Train coloring book for
kids ages 2-4* Train coloring book for kids ages 4-8 TAGS trains coloring, train
coloring book, kids coloring book, boys coloring book, train, train coloring books,
2017 trains, color train, children trains book, most popular children coloring book,
boys train coloring, new coloring book, 2017 coloring book, 2017 new trains,
trains picture book, best trains book, coloring books for toddlers, coloring books
for preschoolers, coloring books for kids
“The innocence of childhood collides with the stark aftermath of war in this
wrenching and ultimately redemptive tale of family, seemingly impossible
choices, and the winding paths to destiny, which sometimes take us to places far
beyond our imaginings.” – Lisa Wingate, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author
of Before We Were Yours and The Book of Lost Friends "Ardone’s beautifully
crafted story explores the meaning of identity and belonging...recommended to
fans of Elena Ferrante’s Neapolitan novels." – The Library Journal “[The
Children’s Train] leaves you with a great sense of the importance of family and
the tough decisions that must be faced as a result of that love.” – Shelf
Awareness Based on true events, a heartbreaking story of love, family, hope, and
survival set in post-World War II Italy—written with the heart of Orphan Train and
Before We Were Yours—about poor children from the south sent to live with
families in the north to survive deprivation and the harsh winters. Though
Mussolini and the fascists have been defeated, the war has devastated Italy,
especially the south. Seven-year-old Amerigo lives with his mother Antonietta in
Naples, surviving on odd jobs and his wits like the rest of the poor in his
neighborhood. But one day, Amerigo learns that a train will take him away from
the rubble-strewn streets of the city to spend the winter with a family in the north,
where he will be safe and have warm clothes and food to eat. Together with
thousands of other southern children, Amerigo will cross the entire peninsula to a
new life. Through his curious, innocent eyes, we see a nation rising from the
ashes of war, reborn. As he comes to enjoy his new surroundings and the
possibilities for a better future, Amerigo will make the heartbreaking choice to
leave his mother and become a member of his adoptive family. Amerigo’s
journey is a moving story of memory, indelible bonds, artistry, and selfexploration, and a soaring examination of what family can truly mean. Ultimately
Amerigo comes to understand that sometimes we must give up everything, even
a mother's love, to find our destiny. Translated from the Italian by Clarissa
Botsford
The most amazing trains are coming through--with big, bright art and fun facts! Chugga,
chugga choo--can you hear the train coming through? Take your train-loving toddler on a ride
through the wide world of locomotives. From a chuffing, puffing steam train to a cargo-carrying
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diesel train to a lightning-fast bullet train, your child will meet some of the coolest trains from
early days to modern times. Kids will be fascinated by the fun facts, including what each train
looked like, where they traveled, and how they zoomed while big, colorful, dynamic train
illustrations bring the railroad right into your tiny train rider's room. Trains Coming Through
includes: Colorful choo choos--Vibrant, detailed illustrations of each train show moving parts,
as well as a range of settings, railroad workers, animals, and more. Rhymes about rails--A fun
rhyming refrain introduces kids to a variety of trains, including helper, long-distance, switcher,
high and low, and electric trains like subways. Facts on tracks--Did you know the Maglev, the
world's fastest locomotive, floats above the tracks? Your child will love learning simple, fun
facts about trains through the ages. Step aboard the train to fun and learn about a world of
locomotives with your little one.
Cuddle up with the beloved animal friends from the bestselling Steam Train, Dream Train and
count on lots of fun! Little train enthusiasts will love counting from one to ten along with the
dreamy train cars!
A whimsical guide to training a "pet train" instructs young enthusiasts about important issues
including where trains live, what they like to eat, and how to get them to perform the best train
tricks.
All Aboard! Have your tickets ready for the most exciting ride of your life on the Dinosaur Train!
The ABCs of things you drive, fly, ride, and float.
The #1 New York Times Bestseller Now featuring a sneak peek at Christina's forthcoming
novel The Exiles, coming August 2020. “A lovely novel about the search for family that also
happens to illuminate a fascinating and forgotten chapter of America’s history. Beautiful.”—Ann
Packer Between 1854 and 1929, so-called orphan trains ran regularly from the cities of the
East Coast to the farmlands of the Midwest, carrying thousands of abandoned children whose
fates would be determined by pure luck. Would they be adopted by a kind and loving family, or
would they face a childhood and adolescence of hard labor and servitude? As a young Irish
immigrant, Vivian Daly was one such child, sent by rail from New York City to an uncertain
future a world away. Returning east later in life, Vivian leads a quiet, peaceful existence on the
coast of Maine, the memories of her upbringing rendered a hazy blur. But in her attic, hidden in
trunks, are vestiges of a turbulent past. Seventeen-year-old Molly Ayer knows that a
community service position helping an elderly woman clean out her home is the only thing
keeping her out of juvenile hall. But as Molly helps Vivian sort through her keepsakes and
possessions, she discovers that she and Vivian aren't as different as they appear. A Penobscot
Indian who has spent her youth in and out of foster homes, Molly is also an outsider being
raised by strangers, and she, too, has unanswered questions about the past. Moving between
contemporary Maine and Depression-era Minnesota, Orphan Train is a powerful novel of
upheaval and resilience, of second chances, and unexpected friendship.
Bullet trains originated in Japan. They are the fastest trains on Earth. Young readers will learn
about the history of bullet trains, the technology that makes their high speeds possible, and
what bullet trains may be like in the future!
Puff, Puff, Puff Chug, Chug, Chug Two little trains are heading West. One is a shiny,
streamlined train, moving fast. The other is a little old train, moving not so fast. Both will travel
through long dark tunnels, through snow and dust. What else can they have in common? Much
more than you think!

A young girl hopes to find her mother as she rides an Orphan Train to find a new life out
west in “this finely crafted, heart-wrenching story” (Publishers Weekly, starred review).
Marianne, heading west with fourteen other children on an Orphan Train, is sure her
mother will show up at one of the stations along the way. When her mother left
Marianne at the orphanage, hadn't she promised she'd come for her after making a new
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life in the West? Stop after stop goes by, and there's no sign of her mother in the
crowds that come to look over the children. No one shows any interest in adopting shy,
plain Marianne, either. But that's all right: She has to be free for her mother to claim
her. Then the train pulls into its final stop, a town called Somewhere . . . An American
Library Association, Notable Children’s Book ALA Booklist Editor’s Choice Jefferson
Cup Award Honor Book
16-year-old Bella Lee Dunkinson enjoys helping at the railroad and working with the
engine. One stormy night in 1856, she proves that a woman can do a dangerous job
just as well as a man.
Some of the greatest inventions that changed the modern world have been based on
nature. In Kingfishers to Bullet Trains, readers will discover how the invention of bullet
trains were modeled after the face of kingfisher birds. Book includes table of contents,
glossary, index, author biographies, and sidebars.
A Caldecott Honor Book Red caboose at the back, orange tank car, green cattle car,
purple box car, black tender and a black steam engine . . . freight train. In simple,
powerful words and vibrant illustrations, Donald Crews evokes the rolling wheels of that
childhood favorite: a train. This Caldecott Honor Book features bright colors and bold
shapes. Even a child not lucky enough to have counted freight cars will feel he or she
has watched a freight train passing after reading Freight Train. Donald Crews used
childhood memories of trains seen during his travels to his grandparents' farm in the
American South as the inspiration for this timeless favorite.
Finally...a fun, easy-to-use guide to potty training any child in just ONE DAY Just think,
from the time babies are born until they are toilet trained, they use an average of 4,000
diapers! Potty Train Your Child in Just One Day is the helpful guide you've been waiting
for to get your child out of diapers and turn the potentially terrifying process of toilet
training into an effective and enjoyable bonding experience with your child. Teri guides
parents to the successful one-day potty training of their child by teaching them how to: •
Look for the signs that your child is ready to be potty trained • Make the potty
connection by using a potty-training doll • Create incentive through consistent positive
reinforcement • Use charts, quizzes, and checklists to help with every step of potty
training • Know when it's time to bring in a potty pinch hitter • Complete your potty
training -- no more accidents Once Teri teaches you her techniques, she shares her
secret -- potty parties! She has carefully designed twelve imaginative themes for
parties, such as a seriously silly circus, a cartoon character carnival, or a magic carpet
express, and supplies parents with everything they will need. Teri has proven that a
potty party day engages a child in potty training in a way that no other method has
before -- by speaking a toddler's language. A party may translate to fun, games, cake,
candy, presents, and prizes to a child, but with Teri's expertise, parents can use it as a
tool to motivate their child to want to go to the bathroom -- and to keep on going. That's
why it works in just one day!
A poignant Christmas tale about a tree who loved trains, and a little boy who loved
them, too. A pine tree grew in the farthest corner of the tree farm on a small patch of
land that bordered the train track. The tree loved trains. She loved to watch them
ZOOM by on the tracks beside the tree farm. Her branches would ripple in the wind as
the trains roared past. But one morning, when a little boy picks her to be his Christmas
tree, she is uprooted and brought to a home far from the ZOOMING trains she loves…
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Beautiful art from Paola Zakimi brings to life this lovely Christmastime tale from Annie
Silvestro, perfect for readers who love The Giving Tree and The Velveteen Rabbit.
Grace loves the fair. She loves it so much, she keeps asking her mother if it is time for
the fair again. But a whole year must pass before the fair returns. This is a simple story
about how a child anxiously passes the time from one season to the next. The text
descriptions are wonderfully evocative, and the story's rhythmic, seasonal flow and soft
watercolor illustrations make it a great bedtime story.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: All aboard for a train ride through the alphabet!
Whether chug-chug-chugging up a mountainside in an Incline train or zipping at super
speed in a Bullet train, trains will get you where you need to be—A to Z! There is a
train—some familiar and some unusual—for every letter of the alphabet. Trains are used
all over the world for carrying people and cargo from place to place. With a bouncy
rhyming text, and clever illustrations full of visual cues, young readers will love learning
all about trains. A companion to the Children's Book Award nominated Alphabet Trucks!
From the Hardcover edition.
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